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FIELD-NAMES IN THE PARISH OF FINDERN,
DERBYSHIRE.

By WrrrraM FnASrn, A.R.Hist.S

INTRODUCTION.
-T'HE would-be interpreter of field-name meanings

t finds himself up against an initial difficulty which
confronts the student of ordinary place-names to

nothing like the same extent. There are few names of
towns, villages, hamlets or manors for which a succession

of old forms cannot be readily unearthed. It is very
different with the more essentially local nomenclature
attaching to our fields, and here the paucity of old forms
available adds greatly to the labour and the uncertainty
of interpretation.

That the English Place-name Society is fully aware of
this difficulty is evident from a statement in Vol. II of
their county publications: " It is but rarely that one has
a succession of forms for an individual (field) name such
as is often necessary for any satisfactory interpretation to
be attempted."

It may be taken for granted that the names of fields
would always be regarded as of definitely slighter im-
portance than the names of the parishes or townships in
which they lay, and such an attitude has been hardened
in recent years by the custom of the Ministry of
Agriculture and the Ordnance Surve5/, which is to indicate
fields by number only.

Interpretation is further complicated by another
factor. Ignorance of land terms and pure carelessness
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have combined to produce many spelling-blunders
amongst the names contained in terriers and land transfer
deeds, both fruitful sources of consultation for field-names.
Moreover, as incorrectly-copied names were liable to
further mutilation by later scribes, it will be understood
how a name may become increasingly divorced from its
original form. This kind of thing spells much trouble and
perplexity when interpretation is attempted.

Where cormption of some early form is known or
suspected a lead towards a true (or probable) explanation
of a name may in some cases be gained by a study of the
topography of the field in question, either on a large-scale
O.S. sheet or on the site itself.

The Findern Enclosure Act was passed in ryBo (zo
'Geo: III, c. 35), and the Commissioners'Award is dated

4th April, r78r. Much of the parish, of course, lay in
closes prior to this general enclosure. In our Midland
parishes many old closes date back to a couple of centuries
or more before the period of Parliamentary enclosure in
the rSth and rgth centuries. Such early partial enclosing
was an intermittent process; an instance of it is illustrated
by a Findern deed of 169r, which makes reference to
several closes that " were upon the enclosure of part of the

f,eld.s of" Findern set out and allotted unto and for . ."
The business of collecting the field-names of Findern

proved a much more arduous task than in the case of
Repton (vid.e D.A.J., rg43). Findern is largely a parish
of small owner-occupiers (some of recent settlement and
quite ignorant of the names of their fields) or of tenants of
owners living at a distance, in whose agreements only the
numbers of the fields, as they appear on the z5 inch O.S.
sheets, are shewn.

In these circumstances f was fortunate to get into touch
with the two churchwardens, Messrs. John Hodgkinson
and Richard Parker, local farmers with a wide'knowled.ge
of the Findern fields, and I am h"ppy to acknowledge a
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great debt to both. Other names I gathered from elderly
natives who possessed funds of local field-Iore. For odd

Broups of names I have to thank two firms of Derby
lawyers. The late Mr. S. Grimwood Taylor very kindly
loaned me a large number of (mostty) r8th century deeds
relating to the parish which supplied much otherwise
unobtainable information.

I was also privileged to inspect a parish Rate Valuation
Book dated, r84o, which provided some illuminating
variants of current names. Other variants I picked up
from the plan attached to the Enclosure Award of r78r.
Such of these as I have considered of significance are noted
in the proper places.

Potlock Manor, comprising the southern part of the
parish, belonged wholly to the Harpur-Crewe family until
recent years. The Potlock names I have dealt with
separately; they were extracted from a Terrier of IBBT
kindly placed at my disposal by Mr. A. J. Hoo1ey, the
agent for the Calke Estates.

As might be expected, scores of field-names in Findern
parish (as in all other parishes) are of obvious meaning and
of little or no significance. I have here followed the plan
of my Repton paper by selecting those names which
appeared to be of most interest.

To Mr. W. E. Tate, F.R.Hist.S. I am greatly indebted
for scrutinizing my field " studies " and supplying
valuable suggestions.

ABBREVIATIONS USED.

Clark HaIl. " Anglo-Saxon Dictionary," J. R. Clark Hall.
Ekwall. " Oxford Dictionary of English Place-names."

Eilert Ekwall.
E.P.N.S. Vols. of the English Place-name Society.
Halliwell. " Dictionary of Archaic and Provincial

Words," J. O. Halliwell.
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Tate. W. E. Tate, F.R.Hist.S.
Wright. " English Dialect Dictionary," J. Wright.
A E. Ancient Enclosures, i.e. enclosed before r78r
E.A. Findern Enclosure Award, r78r.
r84o Book. Findern Rate Valuation Book of that date.
D.A.J. DerbyshireArchaeologicalJournal.

Arrrconp MBeoow.
This close, in the N.E. corner of the parish, appears as

Sour Hays in the E.A. and the r84o Book. So that.
curiously enough, the current name would seem to be a
revival of a much more ancient one. It is from O.E.
hdlig,hoty, and O.E. giira, gore, a wedge-shaped pieceof
land (E.P.N.S. I, pt. z), and would appear to denote land
in the hands of the Church. Cf. Halimede (r3oo),holy
meadow (E.P.N.S. 13, 33o). The English habit of
dropping the aspirate has to be watched for in field-name
interpretation. " Le Gores " is mentioned in an early
rgth cent. Findern conveyance (Jeayes, " Derbyshire
Charters," No. rz8o). An A.E.
Aurr's Crosp.

A personal name. Samuel Ault is included in the r84o
Book as an occupier oI land in the parish.
AroBnsrBv.

From O.E. alor, aldertree, and l,Eah, clearing (E.P.N.S.,
I, pt. z). The clearing on which alders grew. On the
E.A. plan this close is called The Leys, and in the r84o
Book Alderwasley-for which see Walker, D.A.J., r9r4,
p. r5B.
Bucxrono: Brc eNo Lrtrrr.

Two closes at the E. end of Buckford Lane. In the E.A.
and the r84o Book the spelling is Buckfoot. It is hard
to say which is right. Twyford Brook, a sizeable stream.
runs along the end of Big Buckford, and this would seem

to point to the modern form as correct-the Bucksford
Although the O.E. pers. name Bucca cannot be ignored.
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Brexeuones, TEE.
Several adjoining closes which occupy the site of a.

small common called Blakemoor on the E.A. plan, and
which was enclosed in r78r. Halliwell gives " blake " as

black or bare. " Le Blakmeyre " occurs early in the
rgth century (Jeayes No. rz8o). " Blackmore Peice " is
named in a Findern deed of 169r. In that year Samuel
Wilson Cooke left {zo for the purchase of a meadow in
Findern called Blakemore, the rent to be distributed rn
bread among the poor. One of the Blakemore Closes is
to-day known as the Bread Field.
BnowN's MBeoow.

A personal name. Browns figure in the church registers
frequently about the middle of the r8th century, and a
John Brown was parish clerk in 1857.
Brc Prr CrosB.

The names of numerous South Derbyshire closes

contain the word " pit." It seems to proceed from
several sources; marl-pit, gravel-pit, natural pond,
cock-pit, artfficial pit dug for the watering of animals.
This close is on the extreme W. border of the parish and
contains a pond. The name is comrpted in a zoth century
deed I have seen to Big Pig Close. (Possibly a parish
gravel pit for the waywardens. Tate.)
CAnoetes, TuB.

Several closes on the E. boundary of the parish. They
were A.E's, although probably not long before r78r, as a
deed of t76z refers to the " Cardal Furlong." From
O.Scand. kiarr, marsh (E.P.N.S. t7, z86), the marshy
dale. Ekwall gives " by-kiarr " as the village marsh.
All these closes are on the Hell Brook, and were no doubt
boggy in the rain5, seasons.

Cocxpnaus, TEE.
Several closes between the Willington Lane and the

canal bear this name with qualifying afrxes; Far Barn C.,
Half Far C., and so on. A personal name. Francis
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Cockerham was a Findern farmer and innkeeper (Wheel
Inn) in 1857. (White's " Derbyshire.")
Cocxprr.

Self-explanatory. It appears in the r84o Book. Many
South Derbyshire parishes have their Cockpit Close,
Cockins Close, Cocking Nook, etc., a testimony to the
prevalence of cock-fighting before it was made illegal about
r85o.
CoNevcnBBs.

From M.E. coninger, a rabbit warren (E.P.N.S. 17,278)
It is common in field-names, and takes many forms. In a
deed of t76z il appears as Cunningry. Two adjoining
closes are called Footway C. and Football C. Theselook
modern, but both are found in a deed dated 18o6.
ConN GnevElPrrs.

Bordering Bakeacre Lane. The E.A. plan has " Gravel
Pitts." In rTBr the Commissioners allotted 3 acres on
Buckford Lane to the Highway Surveyor for gravel-
getting. The distinguishing " Corn " mry have been
added to the Bakeacre Lane plot to prevent confusion
with the Surveyor's allotment.
Core Crosps.

Several closes near the Cardales. A1l A.E's. Probably
they contained cotes or covered shelters for animals;
swine, sheep, etc.
Cnoss Hrrrs.

A transfer name: a deed of 169r refers to Crosshill
Furlong. This close and Cross Flat are both on the E.A.
plan and in the r84o Book. " Cross " is a not infrequent
component in South Derbyshire fleld-names, and seems

to indicate that the ground so named was ploughed in
strips at right angles to those of the surrounding tracts.
The 1635 Survey of Laxton, Notts., shews three instances
of Cross Furlongs. In each case the strips run at right
angles to those in their vicinity. (Vid,e Owin's " The
Open Fields "). An alternative explanation is that the
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word may on occasion indicate a boundary cross of some
description. (E.P.N.S., 13, 356).
CRow's Nnsr.

At the N. end of the parish. An early r5th century
reference is " le Crow-nest " (Jeayes No. rz8o). In;Tr.z
John Erpe devised land in Findern called " Lesser Crow
Nest." There are a number of adjoining closes bearing
this name, which points to a considerable flatt or shutt so
called. The name figures among the A.E's in the E.A.
It doubtless refers to the one-time existence of a rookery
in the vicinity.
Dlcr's Lrrrrr DBney frqrexr.

An Intake usually denoted a plot of land taken into
cultivation from the waste. This close adjoins the hamlet
of Little Derby, but who Dick was no one seems to know.
The earliest reference I have traced is in a deed of 1824.
DorBs Mreoow.

At the junction of Doles Lane and Rykneld Street, and
indicates the site of a tract of anctent dole-land, i.e.
meadowland which was doled, or shared out, annually
among the farmers. In this position the E.A. plan shews
Hodman Dole, the r84o Book has Hadman Dole; h ryzg
it is Hurdmansdole and in 176z Herdsmansdole. In rzo8
the form is Hurimandole (Jeayes No. 2757). Probably
the meaning is the dole-land apportioned to the communal
herdsman who looked after the cattle on the common
pastures.
DvcttB's Mpaoow.

A personal name. Dyche appears several times in the
church registers during the second half of the r8th century.
Another illustration of the tenacity with which personal
names cling to fields for generations after the family may
have left the spot.
Eoorsn CrosB.

Near the farmhouse now known as Thurston. Accord-
ing to Halliwell eddish is corn stubble, but Wright gives
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alternative meanings, e.g. aftermath, grassland after the
hay crop has been taken, etc. From O.E. ed,isc, pasttre
(E.P.N.S., I, pt. z).
ENnraNos Mreoow.

This is the modern pronunciation and the form used in
the r84o Book. But the E.A. has Henlands, as do various
r8th century deeds. Closes named after domestic
animals are not infrequent. Cf. Hennemede (r3o5), hen
meadow (E.P.N.S., 13, 33o). In Barton-under-Needwood.,
Staffs., is a modern Hen Pingle, but it dates back at least
to a Survey of Barton Manor made in 16o3.
Fansennow.

This close is remote from the village on the Twyford
boundary, which may explain the first element. This is
written " farth " in a 169r deed, which I take to be a form
of " forth." The second element is puzzling; f have seen
it written barrow, borrow and burrow. Hardly likely to
indicate the site of a burial-mound, as " low " is the usual
Derbyshire term (aid.e Williamson, D.A.J., rgz7, p. r54).
Possibly indicates rabbit-burrows; the far warren.
Frss Poro.

A square close adjoining the Doles Brook, bounded on
three sides by high earthen ramparts. Traditionally
assumed to be the fish-pond of the Abbots of Burton, who
held manorial rights here until the Dissolution. For once
tradition seems to be justified; Nicholas de Wilenton
(c. rzoo) licensed the Abbot and Convent of Burton to
strengthen their fish-ponds at Findern (Jeayes, No. tz74).
Gerr MBanow.

From M.E. gal,le,wet, unfertile land (E.P.N.S., 13, 326).
Spelt Gaul in E.A. and GuaI in the r84o Book.
Gonsrn LBvs.

" The clearings with gorse-bushes on tlrem." On the
E.A. plan they are A.E's. In an I.P.M. of 3o Henry VIII
appears a Gorsty Close (Derby Ref. Llb. gzoo, p. ro5),
which doubtless refers to this land.
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Her, Tnr.
A small three-cornered enclosure abutting on Rykneld

Street, probably so named from its resemblance to the old
three-cornered hat familiarised by portraits of Nelson, etc.
Harcs, Tun.

From O.E. hlse, land with bushes and brushwood
(E.P.N.S., I, pt. z). The E.A. plan labels a considerable
tract of land in the N.E. of the parish as Hays Pasture,
and in a deed of. t733 we read of " a common pasture
called Findern Hays." Parts of this tract, Sour Hays
and Hays Willows, were A.E's in r78r; the remainder
was enclosed in that year. Modern local pronunciation,
" the Eases."

Hays Slanks (r84o Book) was part of the rTBr enclosure.
Slank, according to Halliwell, is a slope or declivity.
Hparn Couuor.

A small close bordering Heath Lane. A transfer-name
retaining the memory of the extensive Heath Common
enclosed in r78r.
HBp TnrB Crosp.

One of the Longland Closes (q.v.). Same meaning as
the first element in Hepple (q.v.). Wright gives variant
spellings, epp, hepp, hyp, etc. There is an Ipcroft in
Etwall parish.
Hnppm Frets.

This is the E.A. spelling, but the r84o Book has Happle;
the modern local pronunciation drops the aspirate and is
Apple. In a Fine of rzo8 we get Heppelmead (Jeayes,
No. 2757) which, with Hurimandole (aide Doles) is the
earliest instance I have met of an ancient field-name
surviving practically unaltered to the present day. The
meaning is probably O.E. kdope, hip, wild rose (Clark Ha11),

and O.E. kealh, corner, recess (E.P.N.S., I, pt. e), " the
corner where the wild roses grow." (I think so, too-
Tate).
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Hrcn FIrro.
The three main open fields of Findern were the High,

Wall, and Willowsend Fields. This close bears a transfer-
name from the first of them.
HuNcnnnrrrs.

Hungar Hill in a deed of 169r. A fairly common name,
from O.E. kungor, hunger (Clark Hall), used of poorland
hungry for manure.
LoNcrelros.

These comprise a number of long narrow closes between
the Willington and Longlands Lanes. They are all A.E's
on the E.A. plan. It is probable that in the open-field
days the strips or holdings here were, for some reason or
other, set out long and narrow, and when the land was
enclosed the fenced closes conformed to the open-field
arrangement. Longlands Furlong appears in a deed of
169r and Longlands Shutt in one of. t724.
Lousv Bur"rs.

An A.E. in r78r. Butt is from M.E. butte, and refers to
strips of land abutting on a boundary. This close runs
up to the parish boundary along Rykneld Street. The
adjective is fairly common in field-names, and if it is a
term of contempt for dirty or unfertile land it would seem
to explode the widely-held notion that this particular
meaning of " lousy " dates from the r9r4-r8 War.
LovAr's Gnourvos.

Another personal name. Lovats (various spellings)
occur throughout the r8th and early rgth century
registers. In rB57 Isaac Lovett was collector of taxes in
Findern. (White's " Derbyshire ").
MesrBn Frar.

In the extreme N. of the parish. A flatt was one of the
tracts into which the open arable fields were sub-divided.
Master is probably a corruption of " masty," large
(Wright). He instances its use in mastie-dog, mastifi.
It appears as a close in 169r.
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Mu FrBro aNn M. CrosB.
These owe their names to their proximity to the old

Findern windmill, now reconstructed as'a private dwelling-
house.
NaNcv, Tur.

A small close in the angle of the Willington and Heath
Lanes. It does not figure in either the E.A. or the r84o
Book. Not one of the Findernians who use, and gave me,
the name could suggest any meaning for it-nor can f .

Navrcarrorq CrosB.
When James Brindley was constructing the Trent and

Mersey Canal it was known as the Grand Trunk Navi-
gation. This close abuts on the canal by the Greyhound
Inn.
Paooocx, Tnn.

Called the Paddock in the E.A. This large close is
adjacent to the village street, and contains raised eart}.en
formations which appear to indicate former buildings of
considerable extent. Probably the site of Findern Hall or
Manor-house, an assumption strengthened by the inform-
mation I received from an aged native that it was here the
celebrated " Findern Flowers " grew.
PnesB rN Noox.

So named in the r84o Book. The form used in a deed
of. 176z is Peaseland. A tract of land devoted to pea-
growing.

An adjacent close is called Pease in Flat (? Peasen Flat.
This would be good M.E., I think, with the adjectival
" en "-Tate). A Peaseland Furlong appears in a 169r
deed.
Prc Mreoow.

I at first assumed this to be a personal name, tut
searched the registers in vain. The close lies along the
brookcourse just below the junction of the Doles and Hell
Brooks. I can only suggest that at one time it was lot-
meadow, and that the shares of the various occupants
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were marked out by wooden pegs driven into the ground.,
a method of delimitation not unusual. (I have seen also
Stake Meadow-Tate). Appears as an A.E. in the E.A.
PrxBs FrBro.

Similar meaning to " gore " (aide Alligore). Thisclose
tapers to a point. Halliwell says: " Short butts which
fiIl up the irregularity caused by hedges not running
parallel." Pikes Lane runs nearby, and is mentioned in
t69t.
Poor HBeo.

This close, so named also in the r84o Book, adjoins the
Fish Pond (q.v.), and is consequently self-explanatory.
Pnrnsr Frer.

An A.E. in the Willowsend Field in r78r. The name
doubtless indicates ecclesiastical possession at some time.
A Vicar's FIat in the Willowsend Field is mentioned in
deeds of t7t7 and 1733, and is probably the same piece of
ground.

Qunocrs CrosB AND 0. MBeoow.
Appears as Quidges in the r84o Book. This is a difficult

name. It may be from Queaches, plots of ground left
unploughed on account of queaches or thickets (Halliwell).
Wright gives " queachy " as meaning wet, boggy, and
quotes from Drayton's Pol,yol,bion: " Comes from the
bog€y mears and queachy fens." Another suggestion is
Quitch, couch-grass (Triticowt, repens). E.p.N.S., 13,
372, cites Quadge Meadowe as a name of onomatopoeic
type denoting marshy ground. (I think either explana_
tion is possible-Tate).
Rupres Croses.

This is the form used in the E.A., but the r84o Book has
Rowpels. It may be from O.E. ri,fpet, a strip of land
(E.P.N.S., 17, z$g), indicating the strips of the holdings in
the common fields. The r84o spelling is, however,
suggestive of O.E. rilh, rough, for the first element, in
which case the second element may be the same as that in
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Hepple (q.".). There is a Rypples Close in Kneesall
parish, Notts.
Serrenwevs Crosps.

This name appears on the E.A. plan and in a deed of
t742. It must surely (? may possibly-Tate) be assoc-

iated with the old Salters Ways by which, until the advent
of the canals, salt was conveyed to all parts of the
kingdom. Duignan, in his Pl,ace Names of Staffordshire,

writes of the Saltway as an ancient road from the saltworks
at Weston and Shirleywich to the east. It crossed the

Tame by Salters Bridge, which is mentioned in the

Alrewas parish registers under date 16or. There is a

Saltersford Bridge over the Egginton Brook, which no

doubt carried the saltway commemorated in these Findern
loses. It very probably went through to Derby along

the adjacent old track called Bakeacre Lane.

Seuo SrcxrBs.
This is the modern form and that of the r84o Book, but

the E.A. plan has Saun Sackles. I cannot suggest an

explanation. Wright gives Shackle as meaning

" stubble," but Sickle, with the meaning of a harvesting
tool, seems more likely. It is Sandsickles in 169r, and in
rSth century deeds are such variants as Sansickles,

Sansicles, Sandsicles and Saun Sickles.

Srx Lexos.
Six Lands Shut appeats it t7zg, and " a close called the

Six Lands " in 1735. Probably six lands or ridges of
common-field ground were fenced in between those dates.

Sreunopp HorBs.
This is the pronunciation given, and the spelling

suggested, to me. A Sir Michael Stanhope held land in
Findern c. 16oo. But the r84o Book has Staner Pool;

I did not find it in the E.A. It may be from O.E. stdn,

stone (E.P.N.S., f, fi. 2). The close borders the HeIl
Brook, and Wright gives Stanner or Staner as " small
stones in the bed or by the margin of a stream: " the
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stony pool close. In a deed of i69r, however, the name
appears as " Stenyard (and Staynyard) poole Close,,,
which suggests an alternative from O.N. steinn, stone,
rock, and O.E. gearil, enclosure, yard. (E.P.N.S., I,pt. z).
(I think possibly the last-Tate).
Sroma Prrs.

These two closes, at the extreme N. tip of the parish, are
Stub-pits in the E.A., and also (with the variant Steppit)
in several r8th century deeds. But by r84o the rr"rn" ir"d:
changed to its modern form. O.E. stubb, stump of a tree.
(E.P.N.S., I, pt. z). As Stubbings, Steppings, Stockings,
etc., it is common in field-names, and denotes a pieceif
land cleared of (tree) stumps.
TBN AcnB MBaoow.

This A.E. is near the junction of Do1es Lane and
Rykneld Street. The adjoining Fields Farm, I am told,
used to be known as Ten Acre Farm. This close is
referred to as the " Tenne Acres,, in a lease dated r6th
February, 1573 from Sir Thomas Gresham to William
Gilbert.
Tunusnrox Crosps.

A series of contiguous closes on the E. boundary of the
parish which are all A.E'S in the E.A. Although the
Ordnance Survey form is Thurston (which woufi give
" Thurulf's tun:"-Ekwall) the evidence seems ctearly
against it. The E.A. has Thrustons and the r84o Boot
Thrushtons, which latter is the modern local pronunciation
and gives the clue to-the meaning: .. the faim frequented
by thrushes," from O.E. thrysce, thrush (Clark Uait;.
Top BanN Crosr Frar aNo CowpBm.

A good example of the weird pranks played by careless
copyists. In a aoth century deed the name appears as
" Top Barn Close and Flatt Cowper,,, which set me
searching for the personal name Cowper. The rg4o
Book eventually gave me the correct form. Barn Close is
self-explanatory, and Cowpen not less so. There is
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another Cowpen close in the adjoining parish of Willing-
ton.
Towxsrrvo, Tnr.

This name occurs on the outskirts of many villages:
" the close at the end of the tun." The Findern example

borders Longlands Lane, and gives its name to the

adjoining farm. In 169r it is written " Townes-end

Close."
TunNprxB CrosB.

Near to Rykneld Street, and no doubt derives its
present name from that fact. But from its situation I
iuspect it is the Turnip Close of several early rgth century

deeds. If so, another case of comrption.
Werr Frrr,os.

These closes, W. of Wallfield House Farm, perpetuate

the memory of one of tlre open fields of Findern' The

name may possibly be from O.E. uald', which was used of
forest-land (E.P.N.S., I, pt. z\, and' might denotethe
conditions when the first human settlement was estab-

Iished at Findern. Bulmer's " Derbyshire " states tlat
several fields in the parish bear the name War Fields,

where it is supposed some unrecorded battle was fought,

and I have heard this tradition in the village' The

probability is that War is just a comrption of Wall, and

that the battle is mYthical.
Wnrtuono Mreoow.

A personal name. It occurs in the church registers

fromihe late r8th century onwards. William Whitmore

was a baker in Findern in 1857 (White's " Derbyshire"')
Wros InoNs.

This form is that locally in use to-day, and it appears

also in the E.A. and the r84o Book' But the present

owner of the close, Mrs. Cox of Twyford, informs me that

she and her mother and grandmother, also owners in their

time, always knew it as Wild,Irons, and I am content to

take this. It is tempting to connect the name with
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wilddEorness, abode of wild beasts (Clark Hall). Wright
gives wildern, a crab-tree, and Halliwell has wilderne,
wilderness. The general sense seems to be a wild remote
spot where crab-trees would be found. The close is at
the N. end of the parish, right away from the village.
WrrrowsoNo FrBros.

These closes border the E. side of Bakeacre Lane, and
in them the memory of Willowsend open-field survives.
Almost the whole of this common field. was enclosed prior
to r78r" The name appears occasionally in deeds as
Willowsden.
'WRAGG's Oro FrBro.

Called the Old Field Close in the E.A. The personal
name Wragg appears in the census of Findern's inhabi-
tants, dated zgth May, r8rr, which is written out in one
of the parish registers.
WnBu Panx.

This is usually assumed to be a jocular (or contempt-
uous) appellation for a small field (E.P.N.S., 17,3o6). It
is not uncommon.

POTLOCK MANOR. (FINDERN PARISH).
BnrocB Foor CrosB.

Appears in the r84o Book. The close is at the " foot "
of the bridge over the Trent and Mersey Canal (completed
r7Z7), and the name no doubt dates from that time.
CnapBr CrosB.

It abuts on the Trent, and is named from the old
Potlock chapel of St. Leonard. This was doubtless the
private chapel of the Finderne family, but all trace of it
has long since disappeared. Potlock House Farm,
probably occupying the site of the mansion-house of the
Findernes, adjoins the close on the N. It is referred to
as " Chappell Close " in an I.P.M. of 3o Henry VIII
(Derby Ref. Lib. g2oo, p. ro5).
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8z FIELD-NAMES IN THE PARISH OF FINDERN.

Croven Sraor.
From O.E. slaed, shallow valley (E.P.N.S., t7, zgo).

ComMoN, NrAn, etc.
The closes formed part of the old Heath Common.

They were included in the allotment made under the E.A.
to Sir Henry Harpur in satisfaction of " his Right of
Common for the Potlocks " and " all his other Rights."
Frunelr MBaoow.

This meadow abuts on the Trent, and extends into
Twyford parish, in a Terrier of which it appears as

Fenholme. O.E. harnm, a flat lowJying pasture, land
near a river (E.P.N.S., I, pt. z). The form " holme " is
from O.N. holmr, islet, but there is often much confusion
between the two, as " holme " can also refer to lowJying
ground by a stream. The first element is from O.E.

fennig, fenny, marshy (Clark Hall), and the generalsense
would be swampy pasture.
Pruunnstonrs.

Two closes which appear as " Pemmertons " in the
r84o Book. In Dr. Cox's " Churches of Derbyshire,"
Vol. IV, we read that about t5z6 a twenty-nine years
lease of the Rectory of Barrow was granted to Ralph
Pemberton, yeoman, of Barrow. Doubtless these closes

were at one time his property, and still carry his name 4oo
years later, as Mr. L. C. Cox of Twyford informs me they
are known to-day as Big and Little Pemberton.
SrBpprrvc CrosB.

From O.E. stybbing, a place cleared of stubbs, or tree
stumps (Williamson, D.A.J., tg4z, z3). M.E. stubbing,
place where trees have been stubbed (E.P.N.S., T7, 2gr).


